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Pilgrimage Extension to Mystical Zanskar  
August 16-23, 2020 (7 Days) 
Organized by Lungta Travels* 
 

Brief Description:  

Are you ready for a true adventure off the beaten path? The Zanskar region of Ladakh is one 
of the most mystical and remote places to visit in the Buddhist world. It is located at a distance 
of 165 km from Fokar-rDzong, separated from the rest of Ladakh by the Zanskar Mountain 
Range. The greatest attraction of this rugged snow capped mountain valley are the magestic 
“lunar” landscapes and limitless blue sky one expereinces just getting there. The main sights 
include its timeless monasteries, such as Karsha, Stongdey, Sani and Phuktal, the latter being 
perched high upon a cliff face and only accessible by foot. Both lay people and monastics alike 
in this remote region have been less affected by the impacts of industrialization and 
commercialism. As a result you’ll have a special oppertuntity to expereince traditional cuture, 
customs and Dharma practices in much the same way as they have existed for centuires.  
 

* NOTE: This extension program is organized by our partner Lungta Travels exclusivly for 
those on the pilgrimage to Ladakh led by Dr. Miles Neale. It is not open to the general public. 
This tour continues on from Fokar-rDzong the furthest point on the main pilgrimage and is 
designed for those committed to the spirit of adventure. The destination is remote, the route is 
long, the accomidations are basic, one night is spent in a fixed camp, but the pay off is that you 
will enjoy spectculare views and have the very unique opportunity to meet the inspiring nuns 
of Dorjee Zong Nunnery. 

 
ITINERARY: 

DAY 01: (16-Aug-20) SHARGOL-KARGIL, 1 hrs:  After completing the stunning trek at Fokar-
rDzong with the rest of the pilgrimage group, we will separate into our extension sub-group 
and drive together 37 kms to Kargil town. Overnight stay in Caravan Hotel Kargil. 
 
DAY 02: (17-Aug-20) KARGIL-RANGDUM, 6 hrs:  Drive straight to the fascinating Rangdum 
monastery. Views of the landscape while entering the valley and from the monastery are 
nothing short of breathtaking as are the welcoming smiles of local villagers and monks. Our 
group will feel most welcomed in Zanskar. Overnight stay in a Fixed Camp. This is the only 
night you’ll be camping, everything you will need is provided. 

DAY 03: (18-Aug-20) RANGDUM-KARSHA, 5 hrs: Now we enter the authentic Zanskar valley 
and mingle with the locals at villages like Phey, Abran, Aating as well as witness the 
traditional farming activities like watering their fields from glacial melt water. The people of 
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Zanskar are exceptionally friendly and mainatin a traditional way of life rarely seen by most 
travellers to Ladakh who lack the sense of adventure required to reach this destination. 
Overnight stay in Karsha guesthouse. 

DAY 04: (19-Aug-20) KARSHA-DORJEE ZONG NUNNERY, 35 minutes: Drive to the 
nunnery to be warmly welcomed by the nuns of Dorjee Zong. This is the heart of our 
extension, to meet and greet those who inspire us from afar wth their commitment and 
devotion to the Dharma. The head of the nunnery will offer us a tour of their 700 year old 
nunnery and breif us on the monastic activities and projects of the nuns. We’ll share a simple 
lunch with the nuns while observing their daily dharma activities. A grand farewell dinner 
party will be organised for all to enjoy. Overnight stay in Karsha guesthouse. 

DAY 05: (20-Aug-20) KARSHA-STONGDEY, 5-6 hrs: We will visit the famous Karsha 
monastery accompanied by nuns from the Dorjee Zong nunnery and then visit Stongdey 
monastery majestically situated on a hill overlooking the village. Overnight stay in Padum 
guesthouse. 

DAY 06: (21-Aug-20) PADUM-KARGIL, 11 hrs: Today will be a long day of driving straight to 
Kargil but offers stunningly beautiful visitas along the way and ample to time to reflect on and 
absorb all the activities of the past weeks. We’ll have a short rest stop to visit Sani Gonpa of 
the Drukpa Kagyu school of is Buddhism. Overnight stay in Caravan Hotel Kargil. 

DAY 07: (22-Aug-20) KARGIL-LEH, 5 hrs: Early morning drive back to Leh, with plenty of 
time in the late afternoon to go for a walk in the center market for some last minute souvenirs. 
Overnight stay in Leh Hotel. 

DAY 08: (23-Aug-20) FLIGHT DELHI: Today is your travel day back to Delhi to connect with 
your international flight home. Many rare and precious memories will be savored life long. 
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COST: 

$695 USD based on 8-7 people 

$750 USD based on 6-5 people 

$795 USD based on 4 people 

These cost are based on double occupancy. Please inquire about a single supplement. 
 

POLICIES: 

Please inquire with us about the payment and cancelation policies. 

 
TRIP INCLUSIONS: 

Guide, interpretor 
Hotels (two star guest houses, with one night as a fixed camp) 
Trasportation 
All Meals 
Access to sites 

 
TRIP EXCLUSIONS: 

Required Medical Clearance and Medical Insurance including emergency evacuation from 
Ladahk and Zanskar and trip cancelation. 

Tips for guide, hotel staff, and drivers. 
 

TOUR OPPERATOR: 
 
Tsewang Gonbo founder of Lungta Travels is from Domkhar Ladakh, and possesses 
extensive experience and knowledge in sustainable development, eco-tourism, and 
environmental science and is determined to promote eco-tourism in Ladakh. The whole team 
of Lungta Travels is ready make your adventure to Zanskar an unfortetable expereince. 

Lungta Travels  
Office Phone nr: 0091-1982-251392, MBL No: +91 9469220897, 09906992324 
lungtatreks@yahoo.com 
www.lungtatravel.com 
Skype Name: lungtatravels 
 


